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Jeremy was nervous.


Actually, no. Nervous is too nice of a word for it. That night’s performance was the culmination 
of over a year of nonstop work. Even so, he had no idea whether the whole show would come 
together as neatly as he hoped. It only started to resemble a complete show three days prior.


So Jeremy wasn’t nervous, he was fucking anxious as hell. Because if you’re directing a fucking 
South Park stageplay, you can’t sugarcoat anything. After all, the problems one runs into when 
bringing the South Park movie to the stage aren’t exactly… typical.


Will Saddam Hussein go to far?

Will Big Gay Al strip quickly enough? 
Will Satan hit that high G5 in his rock ballad? 
Will Mrs. Marsh remember her lines? (some things in theatre never change)


He didn’t have the time to dwell on these thoughts, though. There were too many things to get 
done in the next few hours before the doors opened to the public. Luckily, he wasn’t alone: in 
addition to stage manager Jaime, assistant director Josh, and their two-man stage crew, the 
cast were more than willing to help in any way they possibly could.


The main stage was already built, with a group of four grey carpeted flatbed risers smashed 
together, and the two side stages, one riser each, were almost in position. Lucas (Cartman) and 



Frankie (Chef) were busy using packaging tape to fasten a draped cloth to a set of collapsed 
stair risers, which were to act as a means of concealing the backstage area, small as it was.


Just as Matt Stone and Trey Parker made the first episode of South Park out of nothing but 
construction paper, this show had to make do with the tools it had. Instead of being held in one 
of the many absolutely gorgeous performance halls in the same exact building, the South Park 
show was relegated to Presser Rehearsal Hall - a giant empty box of a room with no real life or 
personality. The room wasn’t fancy, sure, but it was functional, and it fit the aesthetic of South 
Park: namely, ass.


Will (Terrance) walked up to Jeremy with a handful of programs. “How many do we need?”


Jeremy paused to recount how many people were attending the show. Both that night’s show 
and the Sunday show were full houses. “Uhh, ninety.”


The two of them, along with some other help, started counting and sorting programs. They all 
weren’t of the same quality, so Jeremy figured that at least some of the nicer-looking programs 
should be saved for the next day.


The program’s front housed some promotional art for the original 1999 movie. Underneath the 
film’s title was the word “LIVE!” in all-caps red font was added which blended in perfectly. 
Above the title rested the name of the company putting on the show: “Theatrists Theatrics”. It 
wasn’t a name Josh was particularly proud of (perhaps a bit too stupid), but it worked for the 
time being. Like everything having to do with this show, it was subject to change.


And holy shit, did the show change. Jeremy had the idea to turn the South Park movie into a 
musical since he first saw the film as a middle-school theatre geek, but it wasn’t until years 
later - when Josh brought up the idea on a whim - that the ball really got rolling. At that 
moment, Jeremy’s eyes lit up. “I’ve literally been thinking about this my whole life. Let’s do it!”


The first problem: South Park had never been turned into a stage play before. Jeremy was 
surprised this was the case: the show had some absolute bangers. From the classic “Kyle’s 
Mom is a Bitch” to “Uncle Fucker”, this track list truly aimed to please. The songs were also 
fairly technical, with many songs hitting fairly high tempos and others having a lot of different 
people doing a lot of different things simultaneously.


That was the second problem with this show, actually: coordinating all of the different 
characters at the same time. South Park - with all of its quick cuts between scenes - just isn’t 
very stage-friendly, so Jeremy would have to make these transitions possible without fading to 
black every two minutes. Given that the “lighting department” was a guy with four lights 
connected to a T-bar, the light switch sound on its own would get pretty annoying pretty 
quickly.


It was when watching the movie over again on his own that the idea for a three-stage setup hit 
him. For a marathon song like “La Resistance”, having two side stages made too much sense 
that it couldn’t not be done that way. You could have the kids on the mainstage, the protesting 
parents on the left stage, the soldiers on the right stage, and Satan down in the bowels of hell, 
formally known as the audience.


All of these thoughts and basic planning were all done while Jeremy was preoccupied with 
playing the lead in a production of Tick, Tick… Boom! As such, a lot of work was pushed to the 
summer. Jeremy practically lived in Starbucks during that time, with the main focus of his work 



being the music. Armed with the soundtrack and a piano score, he would have to play it by ear, 
figuring out which instruments played which parts and match it up as best as he could.


Thankfully, this arduous task wasn’t in vain as the show had a fantastic pit orchestra. He was 
worried when the ensemble didn’t really form until only a week prior, but the group exceeded 
all expectations. They picked up the music real quickly and ended up making it easier for the 
cast to polish the timing and choreography for the more complicated songs.


He glanced over at the orchestra at the other side of the room. They were rehearsing the first 
(and arguably most difficult) track with Nick (Stan):


The sun is shining and the grass is green, 
Under the three feet of snow, I mean 
This is a day when it’s hard to wear a frooooown! 

It was pretty hard to wear a frown. Despite being nervous, the positive energy in the room 
fueled Jeremy’s passion.


When Nick was singing, a giant grin consumed his whole face. He loved being here, and he 
loved playing the lead. Jeremy knew from the second Nick started talking during his audition 
that this was Stan. It was a huge moment of relief for him, Jaime, and Josh, as it was the last 
day of auditions and time was running out. Had Nick not been told about the show last minute, 
South Park may not have had a Stan.


It worked out real nicely, too, because Stan’s own search for self-confidence (represented in 
the show by a giant sentient clitoris) was mirrored through his actor. In a show full of finger-
puppet-obsessed teachers and sexually-frustrated demons from the underworld, it was nice 
seeing such wholesome growth emerge from the show’s lead. While Nick’s audition was 
arguably the least exciting, Jeremy’s official “YES+” rating of Nick in his audition notes felt 
more than justified.


The most exciting audition, unsurprisingly, came from Alistair, a tall, lanky, possibly-insane 
character and unquestionable star of Macabre’s talent with absolutely no reservations. His 
acting has inflicted minor wounds on people in past. There was no better part for him than 
Satan’s abusive lover, Saddam Hussein. Naturally.


His victim would be played by Ben, a quiet freshman with no idea what he was in for. He hadn’t 
even watched South Park before, let alone work opposite the likes of Alistair. His voice was 
really deep and booming, perfect for Satan. The demon’s song, “Up There”, is one of the 
hardest songs from a sheer range perspective, but the part fit too well to worry about such 
things. Ben would just have to work outside of his comfort zone, and Jeremy thought he’d be 
up for the challenge.


In a shallow attempt to try and break Ben out of his shell, Jeremy resorted to Ben’s application 
sheet during auditions. The last question on the sheet - What is a funny word? - would easily 
be his most vital resource.


“So you put ‘bisexual’ as your funny word,” Jeremy said.


“I literally wrote down the first word that came to my head.”

 
“That’s okay. So now, I want you to try and be a TRIsexual.”




“Uhhhh…. what?”


“Go!”


Awkward pause.


“Don’t know what to do?”


“Not really.” Ben nervously chuckled.


Damn! Jeremy was hoping that would work. In a previous audition, he got one guy to act out a 
so-called “interpretive version” of auto-erotic asphyxiation. Ben just needed a bit more effort to 
crack open. It was time to step it up a notch.


“Okay, I’ll give you a different word. Kumquat.”


“What?” 

“Do you know what a kumquat is?”


“Uhhh…no.”


Josh butted in. “It’s a fruit that looks like an orange.”


Jeremy looked around the room before pointing out a Cartman action figure on the nearby 
upright piano. “Okay. This is a kumquat. Go.”


Ben couldn’t believe what he was being asked to do, but he had to do something. He walked 
up to the toy and fake-nibbled on it for a few seconds before setting it back down. It wasn’t the 
kind of result Jeremy was hoping for, but if Alistair was gonna be Saddam, he knew Ben would 
be in good hands. He was just thrilled that there were people auditioning who showed potential 
while lacking traditional theatre experience and not being part of Macabre.


“Okay, that’s good. That’s it for the audition. Thanks!”


Ben muttered to himself as he left. “That was weird….”


The other auditions were just about as strange. Will (Terrance) wound up acting opposite 
Jeremy for a two-minute scene about ruining Christmas for the children, and an un-cast person 
auditioning ended up performing circumcision on a ballpoint pen.


Many of the casting choices were easy. Mia, a friend of Jeremy’s from Macabre, was practically 
typecast as Kyle’s mom Sheila entirely due to her loud, operatic, belting voice. Her 
performance of “Blame Canada” during the audition was so loud that Canada probably heard 
it, and so good that Canada probably got mad. She got out of awkward funny-word-related 
acting by cleverly giving the definition for “funny word” instead of providing a funny word of her 
own.


Similar casting decisions were made for plenty of others. Whenever Pat (Mackey) said “M’Kay” 
it justified a double-take to make sure he hadn’t actually turned into a guidance counselor. Matt 
Porter (Big Gay Al) was as flamboyant as his character’s stereotype necessitated. And Hayden 
(Garrison) brought new life to finger puppet Mr. Hat, the real main character of the show. 




 
Some parts were a bit harder to fill, with Wendy’s part being open throughout most of the 
audition process. There just weren’t enough women auditioning, and Jeremy was convinced 
that Christine should play the role of Kenny instead of a legit female character from the show. 
He liked the idea of one of the four main characters being a girl, and she legitimately was 
excited about the idea of playing a character whose lines are entirely muffled and unintelligible 
for the most part.


Luckily, Adri showed up at the right place at the right time after being asked by Jaime to stop 
by for a bit. She wasn’t sure about the idea of playing Wendy, especially after hearing from 
other people that her part in the movie was a bit too involved for her busy semester. Thankfully 
for the show, it wasn’t.


The more difficult parts to fill were the minor characters, who were mostly being played by 
people from the main cast. These characters were by far the most ridiculous, so many people 
jumped at the opportunity.


During the initial read-through, Lucas jumped at the opportunity to play Bill Clinton, reading his 
lines without even being prompted to do so. The impersonation was too good to not cast him.


Anna (Kenny’s Mom) took on the role of News Reporter Tom, looking and acting like a real 
journalist who mindlessly reads ridiculous lines from a teleprompter without a second thought. 
She was opposite Pat, who played the field reporter, a midget in a bikini. The costume change 
from Mackey to midget was under a minute. Pat made sure not to make his breathlessness 
evident, but whenever he ran onto the stage in a bikini on his knees announcing “Thanks Tom!” 
before going into his shpiel, a wave of relief could faintly be felt underneath all the absurdity.


Will, with the long curly blond hair and frequently wearing metal tees with unreadable band 
names, was a perfect fit for James Hetfield, who doesn’t actually appear as a character but is a 
singer behind the heaviest song in the show, “Hell Isn’t Good”. The scene with this song, which 
has Kenny fall from heaven down into Satan’s domain, quickly devolved into an absolutely 
ridiculous three-person mosh pit.


The exaggerated celebrity characters with only one or two lines are (as they are in most South 
Park episodes) some of the funniest in the entire production, with Liya (Stan’s mom) cameoing 
as Brooke Shields talking about farts, Hayden and Pat playing the Baldwin brothers being killed 
by an airstrike, Jackie (Cartman’s Mom) doing the famous ping-pong ball trick as Winona 
Ryder (how does she do it?), and Pat (again) jumping through a window as Conan O’Brien. Adri 
took on the role of the aforementioned giant sentient clitoris; whether that qualifies as a 
celebrity cameo is subject to interpretation.


One character was already pre-cast, as Jeremy had decided that whoever would play the role 
of Gregory - with his pretentious aura and his 4.0 grade-point average from Yardale - would 
also play the foul-mouthed, god-hating French brat known as “Ze Mole”. Cole, who had no 
acting experience prior, would have to switch between two completely different characters 
throughout the show.


Jeremy and Jaime stepped in to play two minor roles in the cast. Jeremy played the Canadian 
Ambassador in two larger scenes. Meanwhile, Jaime had what many considered the most 
important part of the entire show: a random schoolgirl who attends the student resistance 
meeting in the second act under the impression that there would be refreshments.


A kid raises their hand.




Kid: “Um, yes, We were to understand there would be punch and pie.” 
Stan: “There isn’t any.” 
Kid: “Fuck that.” 
Two kids leave.


There was one minor part that wasn’t cast, that of Brian Dennehy, an integral part of the Act 1 
closer “What Would Brian Boitano Do?”. In the movie, about halfway through the song, Brian 
Dennehy comes on and asks what he can do to help before being swiftly told to fuck off.


In the play, that whole part was cut and some cast members really wanted him back in there. 
Instead, it was decided that the Brian Dennehy bit would be replaced with Lucas explaining 
who Brian Boitano actually is. It was the best decision for the sake of the show - he’s one relic 
of the 90s which has tragically been lost to time.


“Everyone gather round the piano, we gotta warm up!”


Jeremy looked over to the corner of the room opposite the pit and saw Lucas sitting at a piano 
trying to get people’s attention. He decided to help.

 
“All cast, go warm up with Lucas in the corner!”


With that, the cast started to meander over towards the piano as Lucas started playing some 
scales to get people thinking musically.


He was a huge asset. As a fellow music student, Lucas was the natural fit for working on music 
with the cast, but he really pulled through in terms of making the songs actually sound good as 
a cohesive whole, something even the movie failed to do at times.


“Okay, we’re gonna go ‘ahhhh-eyyyy-eeee-ohhhh-ooooo’… but we’re gonna do it in our 
character voices! Got it?”


Everyone laughed. They were used to the slightly-unconventional-yet-practical warm-ups, but 
that didn’t make them any less ridiculous. Lucas played a chord followed by a note. What 
followed was a sound that could be described both as beautiful and horrible.


After warm-ups came the technical stuff. Josh, Nick, and Lucas performed a sound check for 
the mics in front of the stages through a performance of “Brian Boitano” while Jeremy worked 
with Jaime on setting up the powerpoint projection.


The powerpoint was essentially a series of stills from establishing shots in the movie: a 
perfectly-crappy means of setting the scene in addition to the minimal cardboard set pieces 
Jaime’s stage crew made. They also had to make sure sound worked on the projection as the 
Bill Clinton scene (played by Lucas, as he wanted) was turned into a video to be played in the 
projection for logistical reasons.


Almost the entire rest of the cast surrounded Ben while that was going on as he needed to 
undergo the transformation from human to demon. This meant applying a lot of red body paint. 
His costume was easily the most time-consuming of the lot.


Time flew by, and soon enough it was time to open the doors. Before that could happen, 
Jeremy wanted to give one last motivational speech and thank you to his cast and crew. He 
looked at all the smiling and enthusiastic faces and couldn’t be more proud.




“I’ve wanted to see this movie as a stage production since I first saw it. I was too young to see 
it when I first saw it, but that’s besides the point.”


Some laughter.


“I’m just so overjoyed to see that dream I never ever thought would be reality actually come 
true. Seriously, thank you.”


The cast applauds.


“Now let’s go do this! Open the doors!”


What was once an empty lifeless room began to feel more and more like an actual performance 
hall. The seats filled up, neatly arranged into rows with two aisles for easy navigation. Various 
songs from the TV show played on the loudspeakers as Lucas went around as Cartman 
offering people candy (but not any Jewish candy, because he doesn’t have any). Audience 
members talked amongst themselves, reminiscing about the show and wondering how the hell 
this movie would ever work on a stage. Soon enough, Jeremy walks onto the stage and the 
audience quiets down.


“Hey buddy!”


Jeremy wanted to be at least somewhat in-character for this introduction.


“Welcome to South Park: Bigger, Longer, and Uncut Live! We hope you enjoy the show, but we 
have a few things to go over first.”


Jeremy proceeded to go over the typical guidelines for stage shows: don’t record video, no 
flash photography, so on and so forth.


“Oh, and one other thing: the views expressed by the characters in this production don’t 
necessarily represent the views of the cast and crew of this show. Oh god no, seriously, no.”


Laughter.


“With that, enjoy the show! South Park: Bigger, Longer, and Uncut… Live!”


Jeremy walks off the stage, but the lights don’t fade… there are no fading lights. Instead, he 
walked over towards the entrance to the Presser Rehearsal Hall and flicked off both light 
switches. Then, T-bar light man in the back flicked on the center two lights from his crude 
setup to start the performance.


With those respective switch flicks came a change in mind and thought process. The 
performance technically began the second the audience entered the space, but the real 
performance began when the attention becomes directed exclusively at the events transpiring 
on stage.


South Park: Bigger, Longer, and Uncut tells a story about four kids fighting censorship. Stan, 
Kyle, Cartman, and Kenny want nothing more than to see a new R-rated movie by their favorite 
comedians Terrance and Phillip, but when they actually find a way to get into the theatre and 
watch the movie, they learn a lot of adult language through the magic of the aforementioned 
fart-joke-filled Canadian showtune “Shut Your Fucking Face, Uncle Fucker”.




Will is accompanied by Matt DiLorenzo, and the duo work perfectly as the comedian 
superstars. To emulate the look of Canadians in the show, Matt and Will used marionettes of 
Terrance and Phillip made by Jeremy’s mom. It worked best when they broke the fourth wall a 
bit in the scene with Conan O’Brien later on in the play.


“Hey Terrance?” 
“Yeah Phillip?” 
Phillip farts, sending Terrance flying. 

Will literally threw his puppet in that moment. Moments later, Will would set his puppet on the 
ground to slap Brooke Shields in the face.


Watching the Terrance and Phillip movie results in the boys eventually being caught in class 
swearing and getting in trouble with their parents. Kyle’s mom decides to blame Canada for 
teaching her children how to swear instead of taking responsibility as a parent, eventually 
arresting Terrance and Phillip with a warrant to execute them… because it’s South Park.


Instead of listening to their parents, the kids see the movie again and, after a bet with Cartman 
goes wrong. Kenny gets burned to death by lighting his own fart on fire. This only fuels Kyle’s 
mom’s passion further.


Kenny’s death leads to the scenes in Hell, where Kenny bears witness to Satan’s abusive 
relationship. As expected, Ben really grew into the role with the help of Alistair, resulting in 
some of the most ridiculous scenes in the entire show. At one point, the T-bar lighting guy 
didn’t turn the lights off and end the scene when he was supposed to, so the two just resorted 
to having fake sex until the scene ended proper.


The plot reaches a climax at a USO show where the execution is set to take place. After the 
execution, the US Army is set to invade Canada in an all-out land war. In order to stop this, 
Stan, Kyle, and Cartman seek out Ze Mole, who is supposedly experienced in this sort of 
espionage. Cole perfected the angry French accent for the character, which worked to enhance 
some of his more absurd lines:


Kyle: “Be careful, dude.” 
Ze Mole: “Careful? Was my mother careful when she stabbed me in the heart with a clothes 
hanger when I was still in the womb?” 

Silence.


Then, a single audience member realized what he meant. “Ohhhhh noooooo…”


Slowly, the entire audience got the joke and awkward silence converted into a chaotic mix of 
laughter and horror.


The show then intercuts between the kids’ espionage and the USO show itself, with the final 
act being Winona Ryder’s famous ping-pong ball trick.


Jackie walked on the main stage, sat on the front, and spread her legs apart as the lights cut 
out. Then, from back stage, Christine threw a bunch of ping pong balls into the audience. 
When the lights came back on, Jackie was holding a paddle.


Winona: “There! I didn’t miss one! That’s my ping-pong ball trick!”




Jeremy would eventually learn that one of the audience members kept a ping-pong ball from 
the show, drew a ‘W’ on it, and named it “Winona”.


After a showstopping encore by Big Gay Al brought on by Stan and Kyle finding ways to delay 
the show, the final confrontation comes to a head as Terrance and Phillip’s execution begins 
and Satan and Saddam rise from hell. As expected, Satan overcomes Saddam’s abuse, Kyle 
stands up to his mom, and Terrance and Phillip are set free, leading to the stereotypical happy 
ending. Kenny even removes his hood and says a final goodbye to his friends.


That “Goodbye you guys”, Christine’s only audible spoken line, made the audience erupt into 
applause and cheering beyond comprehension. Some of the cheering was probably sarcastic 
in nature, but a lot of it was genuine. It was a heartfelt delivery, perhaps even Emmy-worthy.


After a final reprise of “Mountain Town”, the show ended and the cast came back on stage for 
a final bow. The audience applauded.


Then, Jeremy walked back onto the center of the stage and thanked Josh, Jaime, and 
everyone else in the cast and crew. He encouraged people to donate to Theatrists Theatrics, as 
that South Park show took a giant bite out of his bank account. Finally, he thanked the 
audience for attending and wished them a good rest of their evening. Again, the audience 
applauded.


Jeremy took a deep breath and sighed. It was over.


Well, at least the first night. There was still the Sunday performance, but given how this one 
turned out, there wasn’t any reason to be fucking anxious as hell anymore. Directing and 
heading up this show was far more difficult than he could have ever imagined, but it all worked 
out in the end. His big dream had become reality.


“So what comes next?”


Jeremy heard a voice from backstage. He couldn’t see who it was.

 
What was next? Well he wasn’t directing next, that’s for sure…. But there definitely would be 
something next. Josh had the idea for a comedy sketch showcase: something which not only 
allowed a group of talented actors and actresses to get together, but also some talented 
comedians and writers. Another idea was to do Grease but with every single character’s 
gender swapped. Whatever came next would be real exciting, and Jeremy couldn’t wait. 

Actually, scratch that. He could wait. Devoting his life and soul to this show led to a lot of 
procrastination, and there was a lot of schoolwork to do. Whatever was next could come after 
he made sure he wasn’t failing at academics. He was also certain that the rest of the cast had 
a similar sentiment. Of the lot, only a few were actual theatre students, and while this was fun, 
it ultimately served as a side project. A passion, sprinkled with a healthy dose of profanity and 
toilet humor.


But all that was later. There was still work to be done. Even when the show ends, the show 
never truly ends.


“What’s next is we clean up, get some sleep, and do it all again tomorrow.”


